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Infrastructure Security
Critical infrastructure describes the physical and cyber systems and assets that are so
vital to the United States that their incapacity or destruction would have a
debilitating impact on our physical or economic security or public health or safety.
The nation's critical infrastructure provides the essential services that underpin
American society.
On November 16, 2018, President Trump signed into law the Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Security Agency Act of 2018. This landmark legislation elevates the
mission of the former National Protection and Programs Directorate (NPPD) within
DHS and establishes the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (/cisa) (CISA).
CISA coordinates security and resilience efforts using trusted partnerships across the
private and public sectors, and delivers technical assistance and assessments to
federal stakeholders as well as to infrastructure owners and operators nationwide.
For Infrastructure Security, CISA's main focus areas include:
• Providing free tools and resources (/cisa/critical-infrastructure-resources) for government
and private sector partners
• Facilitating Critical Infrastructure Vulnerability Assessments (/cisa/critical-infrastructurevulnerability-assessments)

• Strengthening security and resilience across the chemical sector (/cisa/chemicalsecurity)

• Providing training (/cisa/critical-infrastructure-training) , encouraging information sharing
(/cisa/information-sharing-vital-resource) ,
infrastructure-sector-partnerships) and
infrastructure-engagement)

and fostering sector partnerships (/cisa/critical-

international engagement (/cisa/international-critical-

What can you do to make our Nation
stronger and more resilient? (#)
• Invest in physical and cyber risk management products and plans
(/news/2013/02/13/fact-sheet-executive-order-cybersecurity-presidential- policy-directive-critical)

• Educate (/critical- infrastructure-training) employees about critical infrastructure security
and resilience
• Plan for business continuity (https://www.ready.gov/business-continuity-planning-suite)
• Share threat and incident information (/national-infrastructure-coordinating- center)
• Report suspicious activity (/see-something-say-something)
• Prepare for all hazards (http://www.ready.gov/) at home and at work

Additional information (#)
• Infrastructure Overview (/cisa/infrastructure-security/overview)
• National Infrastructure Protection Plan (/cisa/national-infrastructure-protection-plan)
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Press Release (/news-releases/press-releases)

News Release: Cali Small Business
Awarded $3.2M (/science-andtechnology/news/2019/08/26/news-release-cali-small-businessawarded-32m)

• FAQ Regarding
Items Prohibited
from Federal
Property (/faqregarding-items-

DHS S&T awarded $3.2 million to California-based

prohibited-federal-

small business Intellisense Systems, Inc. for Phase III

property)

of a DHS SBIR program focused on designing,

developing and testing a network of inexpensive,
deployable flood inundation sensors.
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Press Release (/news-releases/press-releases)

CISA Hosts Successful 12th Chemical
Sector Security Summit
(/cisa/news/2019/07/23/cisa-hosts-successful-12th-chemicalsector-security-summit)

The 12th Chemical Sector Security Summit kicked off

(/cisa/school-safety-andsecurity)

• Supporting
Transparency in
the Marketplace
Summary
(/publication/supportingtransparency-

together government and industry national security

marketplace-summary)

share best practices about chemical security.
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and Security

on July 16, 2019, in New Orleans, Louisiana brought
experts from all over the country to network and
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Blog (/blog)

2019 Summit: Adopting a Common Vision
for Chemical Security (/cisa/blog/2019/07/05/2019summit-adopting-common-vision-chemical-security)

The Chemical Sector Security Summit, cosponsored

Greatest Risk
(“Section 9
Report”)
Summary
(/publication/support-

by the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Agency

critical-infrastructure-

(CISA) and the Chemical Sector Coordinating

greatest-risk-section-9-

Council (SCC), is the signature industry event for

report-summary)

chemical security.
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• Chemical Sector
Partnerships
(/cisa/chemical-sectorpartnerships)

More Resources (/resourcedirectory/?
field_taxonomy_topics_tid=169)

